Abstract: We report a novel scheme for freely engineering phase matching, enabling efficient parametric generation at arbitrary frequencies in mechanically compliant nano-optomechanical structures.
Our proposed scheme is based upon the force-induced cavity tuning in nano-optomechanical structures (NOMS) [13] . As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the strong coupling between two closely spaced microresonators splits the cavity modes into a symmetric and anti-symmetric supermode (Fig. 1b and c) , resulting in a gradient force which is attractive and repulsive for the two modes, respectively. As the photon energy is lowered (lifted up) for the bonding (antibonding) mode, the cavity resonances of the two modes are tuned in opposite directions in spectrum when the resonator gap is changed (Fig. 1d) . Note that this effect is uniform for the entire family of the bonding (or antibonding) modes, as shown clearly in Fig. 2 for a mechanically compliant "spiderweb" resonator. By launching optical power into a bonding mode at the telecom band, the induced optical force strongly attracts the two microrings towards each other. As a result, in the 980-nm band, the bonding mode family moves towards red while the anti-bonding mode family moves towards blue, resulting in a significant change in the frequency spacing between the bonding and antibonding modes. As this frequency separation can be freely controlled through optically actuating the resonator spacing, it readily provides a convenient and efficient approach for engineering the phase matching if the bonding and anti-bonding modes are combined for exciting parametric generation. Here we use four-wave mixing (four-photon scattering) as an example to illustrate the power of this scheme. The same idea can be readily applied to other parametric processes.
Four-wave mixing requires simultaneous conservation of momentum and energy among the four interacting photons. Assume that we launch optical power into a bonding and anti-bonding mode with mode numbers of m b and a1934_1.pdf (Fig. 1e ). More importantly, by actuating the resonator gap, the frequency spacing ω b − ω s can be easily engineered to match ω i − ω a , leading to the energy conservation for four-photon scattering: hω b +hω a =hω s +hω i . Note that, in principle, this process can be realized for arbitrary frequency spacing between the two bonding modes ω a − ω s (or between the two anti-bonding modes ω b − ω i ), as long as the cavity resonance can be tuned by one free spectral range, a capability readily available in our device [13] . Therefore, this powerful technique is able to excite parametric generation anywhere in the spectrum. Apparently, the proposed scheme would be quite useful for generating new light tunable over a broad bandwidth. Apart from this popular classical application, such freely-controllable parametric generation is particularly efficient in single-photon state transfer. Figure 3 shows four possible configurations for this purpose. Detailed analysis shows that these systems are governed by a Hamiltonian of the form H = −hg 2 a † s a a + h.c.,
is the Kerr nonlinear coefficient, V eff is the effective mode volume, and N b and N i are the intracavity photon numbers for the assisting mode b and i. Detailed numerical analysis shows that even moderate photon numbers N b and N i can provide nearly complete transfer of the single-photon state, with an efficiency much higher than other schemes [12] . This method shows great potential for applications in future quantum information processing on chip.
